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Hyperbolic metamaterials (HMMs), an unusual class of electromagnetic metamaterials, have found
important applications in various fields due to their distinctive properties. A surprising feature of
HHMs found recently is that even continuous HMMs can possess topological edge modes. However,
previous studies based on equal-frequency surface (analogy of Fermi surface) may not correctly
capture the topology of entire bands. Here we develop a topological band description for continuous
HMMs that can be described by a non-Hermitian Hamiltonian formulated from Maxwell’s equations.
We find two types of three dimensional photonic triply-degenerate points with topological charges
±2 and 0 induced by chiral and gyromagnetic effects that break spatial inversion and time-reversal
symmetries, respectively. Because of the photonic nature, the vacuum band plays an important role
for topological edge states and bulk-edge correspondence in HMMs. The topological band results are
numerically confirmed by direct simulation of Maxwell’s equations. Our work presents a general non-
Hermitian topological band treatment of continuous HMMs, paving the way for exploring interesting
topological phases in photonic continua.
Introduction. Hyperbolic metamaterials (HMMs), also
known as indefinite media, are a class of optical meta-
materials with extreme anisotropy [1]: the effective per-
mittivity (or permeability) tensor components that are
parallel and perpendicular to the optical axis have op-
posite signs, therefore their optical properties resemble
dielectric and metal in orthogonal directions [1, 2]. Due
to such unique property and associated indefinite dis-
persion, HMMs possess infinite optical density of states,
giving rise to applications in versatile fields [3–10] such
as super-resolution microscopy, biosensing, lasing, etc.
Recently, it was proposed [11–13] that HMMs can serve
as an ideal candidate for studying topological photon-
ics in materials with continuous translational symmetry
(i.e., no periodic lattice structure at optical wavelength
scale or the periodicity goes to infinity) [14]. Topologi-
cal photonics, the application of topological band theory
in photonic systems, have generated great excitements
for both fundamental studies and practical applications.
Most studies have focused on periodic dielectric systems
[15] (e.g., photonic crystals, coupled waveguides and cav-
ities), which are well described by band topology in Bloch
basis based on the analogy between electromagnetic wave
equations and the Schro¨dinger’s equation [16–27].
Different from Hermitian dielectric systems [18, 19, 28]
with real-valued band structures, HMMs represent a con-
tinuous non-Hermitian system with complex eigenvalues
due to their metal nature along one or two of the op-
tical axes. Therefore two important questions naturally
arise. Can a theory be developed for characterizing topo-
logical bands of such continuous non-Hermitian HMMs?
If so, what new physics can arise from such topological
band theory? We note that previous studies have intro-
duced the equal frequency surface (EFS) to characterize
the topology of HMMs [11–13], with photonic EFS cor-
responding to the Fermi surface in electronic materials.
While the Fermi surface does contain certain informa-
tion, the complete topological properties are encoded in
the entire bands. As a result, the EFS theory is incom-
plete for investigating the topological properties of con-
tinuous non-Hermitian HMMs, and may lead to ambigu-
ous (sometimes misleading or incorrect) predictions. For
instance, a non-vanishing Chern number on EFS does
not guarantee the existence of chiral surface states (see
Supplementary Materials [29] for an example).
In this Letter, we answer these two important ques-
tions by developing a topological band description,
along with the bulk-edge correspondence, for continuous
HMMs. Our main results are:
i) An effective non-Hermitian Hamiltonian for HMMs
is derived from Maxwell’s equations. Symmetry analysis
indicates HMMs possess two copies of equivalent bands,
and we consider the one with non-negative real frequency
that corresponds to a three-band spin-1 system. Symme-
try breaking fields opens a band gap between the up-
per and the other two bands except at k = 0, which
is a triply-degenerate point (TDP) [30–32] with linear
band dispersions. Recently TDPs were studied in solid
state [30, 31] and ultracold atomic systems [32], but have
not been explored in photonic materials. The topological
charge of the TDP at k = 0 is ±2 for chiral effect that
breaks the inversion symmetry, whereas it is 0 for gyro-
magnetic effect that breaks the time-reversal symmetry.
For any fixed nonzero kz, the HMM is a 2D Chern in-
sulator, and the TDPs emerge as the band gap closing
points at kz = 0.
ii) There exist surface states connecting the single
TDP to infinity for both symmetry breaking scenarios
, which are illustrated through topological edge states
in both 3D and 2D Chern insulators with fixed kz us-
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2ing the bulk-edge correspondence. More importantly, the
topological edge states can only be found in the common
band gap of the HMMs and vacuum because unlike elec-
trons in solid-state materials, photons can propagate in
the vacuum, forming vacuum band structures outside the
HMMs.
iii) Our theoretical predictions on topological bands
and chiral edge states of HMMs are confirmed by numer-
ically solving the Maxwell’s equations using COMSOL
simulations.
Non-Hermitian Hamiltonian and topological invariant .
The HMMs can be described by the source-free Maxwell’s
equations with the following constitutive relation
D = E + iγH, B = µH − iγE, (1)
based on the symmetrized Condon set [33], where , µ
and γ are permittivity, permeability and chirality tensors.
Without gain and loss, they satisfy µ† = µ and † = .
The chirality term can be written as γ = Tr(γ)I/3 + N
with I the identity matrix and N a real-valued symmetric
trace-free tensor. The chiral and gyromagnetic effects for
HMMs can be induced by nonzero γ and imaginary non-
diagonal terms in  or µ, respectively. The Maxwell’s
equations can be recast to a linear-transformation form
H|Ψ〉 = ω|Ψ〉, with
H =
(
 iγ
−iγ µ
)−1(
0 p
−p 0
)
, |Ψ(k)〉 =
(
E
H
)
, (2)
where p[mn] = εmnl∇l is an antisymmetric tensor oper-
ator (pT = −p) defined through the Levi-Civita symbol
εmnl. In the limit γ → 0, Eq. (2) reduces to the Hermi-
tian formalism in previous works [18, 19, 28] if  and µ are
positive-definite. In the context of HMMs, the Hamilto-
nian in Eq. (2) is generally non-Hermitian and possesses
complex eigenvalues, therefore the topological classifica-
tions for Hermitian systems [34–36] do not apply.
The Hamiltonian has 6 bands, which appear in pairs
(ω,−ω) due to the symmetry ΠHΠ−1 = −H, where the
symmetry operator Π is defined as the composite of chiral
symmetry C and the operation γ → −γ. Here C = σz⊗I3
and σi represents Pauli matrix. In addition, the state
at (k, ω) represents the same physical state as that at
(−k,−ω) due to the symmetry H(−p) = −H(p), which
holds for arbitrary H. When combined together, these
symmetries dictate that only three bands are indepen-
dent. Here we consider three bands with <(ω) ≥ 0 (<
takes the real part), which form an effective spin-1 sys-
tem. Note that one band is a zero-energy (ω = 0) flat
band, which represents the static solutions E = ∇d(r)
and H = ∇b(r). Interestingly, the three bands are al-
ways (triply) degenerate at (k, ω) = 0 for arbitrary H,
independent of , µ, and γ.
The energy spectra for a non-Hermitian Hamilto-
nian are generally complex, and the topological in-
variants can be defined by either eigenvalues or eigen-
states. The eigenvalue-based winding number for a
closed loop in momentum space is defined as [37, 38]
Cω =
∮
L
dk ∂∂k arg[ω(k)], which is generally trivial and
irrelevant to the topological edge modes for HMMs dis-
cussed here. On the other hand, the bands for HMMs
are separable in the complex plane, therefore 1D winding
number W = 1pi
∮
L
dk ·A (k) and the 2D Chern number
C = 12pi
∮
S
dS ·F based on eigenstates are well-defined
and quantized, which can be used to characterize the
topological properties of HMMs. Here S is a closed (or
infinite) 1D loop or 2D surface in the momentum space,
A (k) = i〈Ψ(k)|∇k|Ψ(k)〉 and F = ∇ × A (k) are the
Berry connection and Berry curvature respectively, and
|Ψ(k)〉 is the right eigenstate [38] of the Hamiltonian.
Among the three bands, the zero-energy flat band is topo-
logically trivial, while the other two nonzero bands pos-
sess opposite topological invariants. Hereafter we only
plot the two nonzero-energy bands with <(ω) > 0 for
better visualization.
Charge ±2 TDPs from chiral effects. Without chiral
and gyromagnetic terms and assume  =diag(x > 0, y >
0, z < 0) and µ = I, the TDP at k = 0 develops into one
degenerate line along the kz axis between the two upper
non-zero bands with x = y, as shown in Fig. 1(a,b).
The degenerate line possesses a non-trivial topological
charge (winding number defined by the highest band)
W = 2 for a closed loop encircling the line, as illus-
trated in Fig. 1(b). The corresponding band structure
in kx-ky plane with fixed non-zero kz contains a charge-2
FIG. 1: Typical band structures for HMMs. (a) A HMM with
(x, y, z) = (4, 4,−3) exhibits a degenerate line along kz axis
between two nonzero bands. (b) The degenerate line in (a)
has a winding number 2 (solid light-blue line). The line splits
into two (dashed light orange lines) in the ky = 0 plane for
(x, y, z) = (1, 4,−3), each of which has a winding number
1. (c) The degenerate line (except k = 0) in (a) is lifted by
a chirality term γ = diag(1, 0, 0). k = 0 is a charge-2 TDP.
The red surface connecting two bands represents the surface
states. (d) Corresponding gapped topological bands in 2D
kx-ky plane for kz = 1. See Supplementary Materials [29] for
the imaginary bands.
3quadratic band touching point at (kx, ky) = (0, 0). For
x > y (x < y), the single line splits into two charge-1
degenerate lines in kx = 0 (ky = 0) plane (see Fig. 1(b)
for the x < y case). Correspondingly, the quadratic
touching point splits into two charge-1 Dirac points. The
band structures for x 6= y are presented in Supplemen-
tary Materials [29].
The degeneracy between two non-zero bands along the
kz axis (except at k = 0) can be lifted by breaking in-
version symmetry using a chiral term (see Fig. 1(c) with
γ =diag(1, 0, 0)). For a fixed kz 6= 0, the gap at the
quadratic band touching point is opened, yielding 2D
Chern insulators with opposite Chern numbers −1 and
+1 for kz < 0 and kz > 0 because the inversion symmetry
along z axis is broken (Fig. 1(d)). Note here the Chern
number is always defined by the upper band that is fully
gapped except at k = 0. The origin k = 0 is a TDP
with linear band dispersions along all momentum direc-
tions. At kz = 0, the band gaps for 2D Chern insulators
close, yielding a topological charge C = +2 of the TDP
that is equivalent to the change of Chern number across
kz = 0. Away from the TDP, the lower non-zero band
is degenerate with the zero-energy flat band along cer-
tain directions for the transition from real to imaginary
eigenenergies. However, such degeneracy is accidental
and does not affect the quantization of the Chern num-
ber of both bands because the eigenstates of both bands
are continuous across the degenerate points (a detailed
discussion can be found in [29]).
Because there is only one charge +2 TDP in the
HMM due to its continuous translational symmetry,
there should be surface states connecting the TDP to
infinity . We consider an open boundary condition along
the y direction with a semi-infinite HMM in y < 0 and
the vacuum (i.e., µv = v = I) at y > 0, and the sur-
face state is solved as Dyakonov wave [39]. The obtained
surface states in the kx-kz plane connect two bulk bands
and vanish at the TDP (Fig. 1(c)). Because the band
gap appears at different ω regions for different kz, the
commonly used surface spectral density at a fixed ω is
not good for describing the surface states of continuous
HMMs. For a fixed kz 6= 0, the chiral edge states prop-
agate along opposite directions (i.e., opposite velocities
dω/dkx) for kz > 0 and kz < 0 (Figs. 2(a), 1(c)) because
of their opposite bulk Chern numbers of 2D insulators.
Although the lower band is purely imaginary in part of
the momentum space, the edge states only connect to
purely real parts.
Charge 0 TDP from gyromagnetic effects. The de-
generate line in Fig.1 (a,b) can also be gapped out by
the gyromagnetic effect, leading to another type of TDP
at k = 0. We consider the gyromagnetic effect that
is induced by a magnetic field along the z direction,
which yields a pure imaginary non-diagonal term xy
(yx = −xy to keep  Hermitian). The resulting band
structure is similar as Fig. (1c) (see Fig. (3b). However,
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FIG. 2: 2D band structure with edge states. We choose
(x, y, z) = (4, 4,−3). The color-coded areas represent sub-
bands under projection and solid red (or dark gray) curves are
chiral surface waves with velocity dω/dk. (a) The edge states
are induced by a pure chiral effect γ = diag(1, 0, 0) such that
they possess opposite chirality for kz = +1 (red) and kz = −1
(dark gray) while the band structure remains the same. The
two dashed curves show the bands with γ = 0. (b) The chiral
edge states are the same at kz = ±1 for a gyromagnetic term
xy = −yx = i. (c) Same as (b) but we set kx = −0.3 and
compute the edge states along kz. Here a zero charge TDP
yields two edge states with opposite chirality.
the Chern numbers for 2D bands in the kx-ky plane are
+1 for both kz > 0 and kz < 0 because the magnetic
field along the z direction, although breaks the time-
reversal symmetry, still preserves the inversion symme-
try along the z axis. The Chern number changes sign
with the sign of xy, i.e., sign(=(xy)) (= takes the imag-
inary part). Although the band topology does not change
across kz = 0, the band gap still closes, leading a topo-
logical TDP at k = 0 with charge 0 due to opposite Berry
flux for kz > (<) 0 [29].
Because of the same topology, the edge states for
kz > 0 and kz < 0 propagate along the same direction
(Figs. 2(b),3(b)). We see for a given kx and ω at the
edge, there could be two surface states with opposite kz.
In Fig. 2(c), we show these two edge modes along kz for a
fixed kx, which start from the lower band and gradually
approach the upper band. As a comparison, there may
be only one edge mode along kz for a fixed large kx with
the chiral effect [29]. Such double edge modes originate
from topologically trivial 2D bands in the ky-kz plane
for a fixed kx, which gives zero or even numbers of edge
modes with opposite chirality.
We remark that when both gyromagnetic and chiral
effects are considered, their competition would drive a
transition between charge-2 and charge-0 TDPs. An ex-
ample is shown explicitly in Supplementary Materials
[29].
Bulk-edge correspondence with vacuum bands. Unlike
electronic materials, vacuum is not an insulator for pho-
tons and there exist photonic bands for vacuum (al-
though topologically trivial), i.e., the free space contin-
uum. Because of its direct contact with the edges of
HMMs, vacuum effects should be taken into account for
edge states and bulk-edge correspondence. Here we il-
lustrate the vacuum effects using gyromagnetic effects.
4FIG. 3: (a) 2D band structure and edge states with a gy-
romagnetic term xy = 3.5i for kz = 1. The dashed green
curve is the vacuum band, which is two-fold degenerate. Two
dashed curves (from top to bottom) give the frequencies of
the line source in COMSOL simulations shown in Fig. 4(c,a).
(b,c) 3D band structures with edge states for xy = 2i and
xy = 3.5i, respectively. The red surfaces represent chiral
surface waves and the green one is the vacuum band.
For a small xy term, the vacuum band is higher than
both bulk bands of the HMM (the vacuum band was not
shown in Fig. 2(b,c) for this reason). With increasing
|xy|, the band gap between the two nonzero bulk bands
increases and the upper band would surpass the vacuum
bands at a certain value of |xy|, after which the edge
mode connects to the vacuum band, instead of the upper
band, as shown in Fig. 3(a). This is because photons
cannot localize at the boundary of the HMM after they
diffuse into vacuum. Since the vacuum band is topologi-
cally trivial, the physical properties of the surface waves
like chirality are preserved.
In Fig. 3(b,c), we plot the 3D band structures with
edge modes for both weak (xy = 2i) and strong (xy =
3.5i) gyromagnetic effects in the kz-kx plane, which show
similar features as Figs. 2(b) and 3(a). Note that the
vacuum band crosses (k, ω) = 0 and does not intersect
with the non-zero upper HMM band away from the TDP
because both bands increase linearly with respect to |k|.
The surface states, starting from the TDP, always fill the
common gap between the lower HMM band and either
the upper HMM or vacuum bands, depending on which
has the lower energy. For a given xy, only one band (up-
per HMM band (Fig. 3(b)) or vacuum band (Fig. 3(c))
for weak and strong gyromagnetic effects, respectively)
is connected by the surface states.
Numerical simulations. The above topological band
properties and corresponding edge states in continuous
HMMs can be further confirmed through COMSOL sim-
ulations, which study photon propagation by numerically
solving Maxwell’s equations. Here we choose three dif-
ferent values of line source frequency ωI = 0.9, 1 and
1.45, which correspond to band energies below the vac-
uum band, overlapping with the vacuum band, and over-
lapping with both the vacuum and bulk bands, respec-
tively (Fig. 3(a)). The simulation results are shown in
Fig. 4. In panel (a), when ωI just lies below the vacuum
band, the surface wave moves along the positive direc-
tion and is robust to any scattering process. When we
FIG. 4: COMSOL simulation results for our model, where
a HMM is placed in vacuum with two absorption materials
on two sides (gray-coded areas). The color represents the
distribution of total electric field strength. The green arrow
indicates the position of a line source with input energy ωI .
The field propagates along the z-direction. We choose the
same parameters as those in Fig. 3(a) and tune the input
source to (a) ωI = 0.95, (b) ωI = 1 and (c) ωI = 1.45.
(d) Same as panel (a) except that the sign of the applied
gyromagnetic term is opposite such that the chirality of the
edge state is reversed.
increase ωI a little bit so that it overlaps with the vac-
uum band, the surface wave is scattered into vacuum at
defective points and source (panel (b)). If ωI overlaps
with both vacuum and bulk bands, as well as the gapless
surface state, the electromagnetic waves diffuses into the
entire space while the right side has a stronger field inten-
sity (panel (c)). Finally, since the chirality of edge states
is determined by sign(=(xy)), the surface wave indeed
travels along the opposite direction when the gyromag-
netic term is changed to an opposite sign in Fig. 4(d).
Here, we mainly concern the simulations with gyro-
magnetic terms while the chirality cases are studied in
Supplementary Materials [29].
Discussions and conclusion. We have considered a
HMM with hyperbolicity on the permittivity tensor,
which, however, is not necessary for the existence of
chiral surface wave. For instance, a HMM with  = I
and (µx > 0, µy > 0, µz < 0) may also exhibit chiral
surface waves under proper time-reversal (or inversion)
symmetry breaking fields. Besides xy, the gyromagnetic
effects can also be generated by non-diagonal terms in
µ. Indeed, a purely imaginary µxy induces chiral surface
waves in a similar way, which, however, becomes topo-
logically trivial (gapless) upon passing the critical point
=(µxy) = ±√µxµy [29]. The topological band theory de-
scribed here can be applied to various parameter regions
and many interesting effects, such as gain and loss [40],
disorder, bianisotropy terms with more general γ tensor,
etc. remain to be explored.
In conclusion, we developed a topological band descrip-
tion for the non-Hermitian continuous HMMs and found
two types of photonic triply-degenerate points (classified
by their topological charges) with different surface states.
Our work should provide physical understanding of topo-
logical phases in HMMs and may inspire further theoret-
ical and experimental investigations on the fundamental
properties as well as practical applications of topological
5photonic continua.
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Imaginary bands and Dirac points
Here, we provide additional information about the imaginary parts of band structure in Fig. 1 and the emergence
of Dirac points.
FIG. 5: (a,b,c) The imaginary bands for Fig. 1(a,c,d). (d,e) Two charge 1 degenerate lines and corresponding Dirac points
at kz = 1 for the HMM with (x, y, z) = (1, 4,−3). (f) The degenerate lines and Dirac points in (d,e) can be gapped by
symmetry breaking fields and two bands become topologically non-trivial.
In Fig. 1(a,c), we show that the degenerate line can be lifted by the chirality term. The chiral effect only changes the
real parts of the bands and leaves the imaginary parts unchanged as shown in Fig. 5(a,b). The upper band (orange) is
purely real (i.e., =(ω) = 0) and the lower band changes from purely real to purely imaginary at two lines crossing the
TDP. Fig. 5(c) is the imaginary part for Fig. 1(d), where the upper band is purely real in the entire kx-ky plane. For
any finite kz, the lower band changes from purely real to purely imaginary across a ring. The ring forms a degenerate
cone in the 3D momentum space (see Fig. 9), which does not prevent defining the band Chern number of the lower
band as we will discuss later.
As we mentioned in the main text, the charge 2 degenerate line can split into two degenerate lines with winding
number 1, which are depicted in Fig. 5(d,e). Similarly, the gaps at two Dirac points can be opened at the same time
with either gyromagnetic or chirality effects (Fig. 5(f)).
Topological charge and Berry curvature of TDPs
Since the TDPs play an important role in our understanding of the topological properties of HMMs, we explicitly
show the Berry curvature around the TDP in Fig. 6(a,b), which is computed on a unit sphere around the origin
k = 0. In Fig. 6(a) for a charge-2 TDP, four regions with outgoing Berry flux contribute significantly to the total
FIG. 6: (a,b) The distributions of Berry curvature on closed unit spheres containing charge-2 and charge-0 TDPs. (x, y, z) =
(4, 4,−3). Two types of TDPs are induced by γ = diag(1, 0, 0) and xy = −yx = 2i, respectively. (c) Similar as Fig 2(a), but
the edge states are calculated along the kz direction with kx = 1 (dashed red curve) or kx = −1 (solid red curve).
8Chern number while the Berry curvature in other regions is close to 0. For a charge-0 TDP (Fig. 6(b)), the Berry
curvature is still significant in the four regions, but the outgoing Berry flux on the top half of the sphere cancels with
the incoming flux on the bottom half, yielding zero total Berry flux, thus 0 topological charge.
Different from the charge-0 TDP, the 2D band topology for the charge-2 TDP is also non-trivial in the ky-kz plane
(with fixed kx 6= 0). For a large |kx|, we may only find one chiral surface wave at kz = 1 (kz = −1) represented by
the dashed (solid) red curve in Fig. 6(c).
Chiral surface wave by chirality effects
With increasing chirality, the HMMs bands may also become higher than vacuum bands. Here we take γ =
diag(1.6, 0, 0) for simulations and the corresponding 2D band structure is plotted in Fig. 7(a).
We consider three different frequencies in COMSOL simulations, similar as those for gyromagnetic effects in the
main text. ωI = 0.6 lies within the common gap and we observe the scattering-free chiral surface wave as shown in
Fig. 7(b), whose direction is consistent with the prediction of band theory. As we increase ωI to 1, the frequency cuts
the vacuum band and the surface wave diffuses into vacuum at defects (Fig. 7(c)). ωI = 1.1 overlaps with both bulk
and vacuum bands and there are no chiral surface waves (Fig. 7(d)). Since the chiral effects break inversion symmetry,
the surface wave has opposite chirality at kz = −1, which is also confirmed by the simulation results in Fig. 7(e).
FIG. 7: (a) Similar as Fig. 2(a) but with chirality γ = diag(1.6, 0, 0). (b)-(d) COMSOL simulation results for panel (a) with
ωI = 0.6, 1, 1.1 respectively. kz = 1. (e) Similar as panel (b) but for kz = −1.
Transition between different types of photonic TDP
When the chiral and gyromagnetic effects coexist, the competition between them could drive a transition of the TDP
between charge-2 and charge-0. In Fig. 8(a), we plot how the TDP charge changes as a function of the gyromagnetic
term xy with fixed chiral term γ = diag(1, 0, 0). The transition is closely related to the 2D band topology in the
kx-ky plane with a fixed kz. As we increase |xy| (consider =xy < 0), the corresponding 2D Chern number remains
unchanged for kz < 0, but changes sign for kz > 0 (kz < 0). At the transition point, the 2D band gap closes as shown
in Fig. 8(b-d), leading to the appearance of degenerate lines in the kz > 0 region.
FIG. 8: (a) The charge of the TDP as a function of xy with fixed γ = diag(1, 0, 0). The TDP changes from charge 2 to charge
0 around −=(xy) = 1.85. (b-d) The 2D band structures in the kz = 1 plane with −=(xy) = 1, 1.85, 3 respectively. Other
parameters are (x, y, z) = (4, 4,−3), µ = I.
9Accidental degeneracy of the lower band
As we discussed in the main text, away from k = 0, the upper band is fully separated from both the lower band
and the zero-energy flat band, therefore its topology is well defined. However, the lower band may have zero energy
solutions, which are degenerate with the zero-energy flat band in the momentum space. As shown in Fig. 1(d) and
Fig. 5(e,f), the lower band (blue) would change from purely real to purely imaginary on a closed loop where it is
degenerate with the zero energy flat band. Such a loop exists at any finite kz plane and thus forms a degenerate cone
in the entire momentum space (see Fig. 9).
FIG. 9: Illustration of the accidentally degenerate cone in the momentum space between the zero flat band and lower non-zero
band. The arrows show the directions of the polarizations at different k, which become parallel with k on the cone.
To understand such degeneracy, we consider the HMMs without chiral or gyromagnetic effects. Without loss of
generality, we consider the line in the ky = 0 plane with a fixed kz. As kx changes from 0 to −∞, the polarization
(linear) of the lower-band states rotates in an opposite direction with respect to the rotation of k (see Fig. 9) due
to the metal properties along the z direction, which becomes parallel with k at some critical kx, leading to the zero
energy solution through ∇×E = 0. As kx changes from 0 to −∞, the lower-band eigenstates change continuously,
even across the degenerate points. Therefore these degeneracies are accidental and do not affect the quantization of
the Chern number.
In the presence of chiral or gyromagnetic effects, the changes of the polarization are similar although it is no longer
linear. As kx changes from 0 to −∞, the polarization changes from left-handed (right-handed) elliptical polarization
to right-handed (left-handed) elliptical polarization. At the degenerate point, the polarization is linear and parallel
with k. Moreover, we also notice that Berry curvatures of the lower band is mainly residing on the real-valued energy
region.
EFS theory: connection to band theory and its incompleteness
In this subsection, we discuss how the EFS theory [11–13] relates to our topological band theory and why EFS is
not suitable for studying topological properties, although it may happen to provide some correct predictions in certain
parameter regimes. Finally, we will show a counterexample where the EFS theory gives misleading answers while the
prediction of our band theory is correct.
First of all, in both frameworks, the edge states are the same physical states, which are solved from matching
boundary condition of Maxwell’s equations along the open-boundary direction. Here we choose it to be the y direction.
The electric fields are solved from the master equation
K × µ−1K ×E + iω(K × µ−1γE + γµ−1K ×E) + ω2(− γµ−1γ)E = 0, (3)
which can be easily derived from Maxwell’s equations and the constitutive relations listed in the main text.
The topological invariant used in the EFS theory is also Chern number. In general, there are three Chern numbers,
corresponding to three EFSs (the middle one may disappear in certain cases, leaving only two EFSs). The middle
EFS (Chern number C1) is usually a simple closed 2-manifold while the other two EFSs (C2) stretch to infinity, which
are defined by the upper band and lower band in our band theory, respectively. When the middle one contains the
origin k = 0, it simply gives the charge of the TDP. As a result, we expect to see |C1| = 2 and C1 = 0 for chirality
and gyromagnetic effects, respectively. In addition, |C2| = 1 since it should be identical to the 2D Chern number
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calculated by the real part of lower band in the kx-ky plane with a fixed kz. An example of EFSs with Chern number
and edge states are plotted in Fig. 10(a).
In this sense, EFSs indeed capture certain information of band topology. However, they are insufficient to fully
characterize topological properties of HMMs due to the lack of well-defined bulk-edge correspondence and their
inability of describing topological phase transitions. In the band theory, we require a gapped band structure to define
topological invariant on each band and the difference between band Chern numbers will give the number of edge modes
(the Chern number must sum over all bands below Fermi surface for a fermionic system). Nevertheless, there is no
direct connection between the number of chiral edge modes and Chern number of Fermi surfaces. Topological phase
transitions are usually signaled by gap closing, while the EFS theory may not capture them due to the non-Hermitian
nature of HMMs where the gap closing may happen in the complex plane.
FIG. 10: Comparison between EFS and band theory. We choose HMMs with (x, y, z) = (4, 4,−3) and the same open-
boundary condition in main text. The gyromagnetic effect is incorporated through µxy = −µyx. (a) The predictions given by
EFS with (a1) µxy = 0.9i, ω = 0.6 , (a2) µxy = 1.8i, ω = 0.6 and (a3) µxy = 1.8i, ω = 1. The solid blue curves, solid red curves
and dashed gray curves are EFS of HMMs, edge states and EFS of vacuum. The Chern number of each EFS is labelled. In all
three cases, the Chern numbers of EFSs are the same. (b) 2D band structure with (b1) µxy = 0.9i, kz = 1, (b2) µxy = 1.8i,
kz = 1, (b3) µxy = 1.8i, kz = 2. Only in (b1), the 2D bands are gapped with non-trivial band Chern number. The dashed lines
in (b2,b3) are ω = 0.6, 1 used for obtaining EFS. (c) COMSOL simulation results at ωI = 0.6. From top to bottom, we set
µxy = 0.9i, µxy = 1.1i and µxy = 1.8i, respectively. The surface wave is chiral only at µxy = 0.9i while the other two are trivial
edge modes. The insets give high-contrast images since the non-chiral surface wave has weak electric fields. The simulation
results conflict with the EFS predictions, but are in agreement with our band-theory descriptions.
Specifically, we find that when a large gyromagnetic effect is introduced via permeability, the band topology becomes
trivial with a vanishing band gap. Consequently, there should be no chiral edge state according to our band theory,
which is also confirmed by COMSOL simulations. However, the EFS theory still predicts the existence of topological
edge states in such parameter region.
We start from a HMM with the permittivity tenor (x, y, z) = (4, 4,−3) and permeability tensor µ = I. The
degeneracy in Fig. 1 (a,b) are lifted by the non-diagonal terms µxy = −µyx, which are both purely imaginary. As we
indicated in the discussion section of the main text, there is a phase transition point µxy = i, at which the permeability
tensor in not invertible. Therefore we take µxy = 0.9i and 1.8i across the transition and show the EFSs in Fig. 10(a).
In both cases, the EFSs Chern numbers (from top to bottom) are calculated to be 1, 0 and −1. The corresponding
edge state solutions are also plotted. The existence of non-vanishing Chern number suggests that the system should
be topologically non-trivial for all µxy.
For =(µxy) < 1, the EFS theory actually gives the correct prediction (Fig. 10(a1)). However, for µxy = 1.8i, the
EFS theory does not give consistent results for different energies. Two examples with ω = 0.6 and 1 are plotted
in Fig. 10(a2,a3). In Fig. 10(a2), there exist two surface waves (one starts from the vacuum), which do not agree
with the EFS Chern number and spoil the bulk-edge correspondence in the EFS theory. Furthermore, the results in
Fig. 4(a3) for ω = 1 may lead to the impression that it is a topologically non-trivial phase because the surface wave
seems to match with the EFS Chern numbers. These types of results lead to incorrect conclusions drawn by authors
of [13].
We investigate the same parameter region using the topological band theory. In Fig. 10(b1), we show the 2D band
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structure at µxy = 0.9i and kz = 1, which is indeed topologically non-trivial. Nevertheless, as the gyromagnetic term
passes the critical transition point, the band becomes gapless (there is an exceptional cone in the momentum space,
thus such a degeneracy is not accidental) and the band Chern number cannot be defined. Consequently, the system
must be trivial and there is no chiral surface wave anymore.
A natural question is why there is only one edge state solution in Fig. 10(a3), while two in Fig. 10(a2)? We
explore this question through solving the 2D band structure and the corresponding surface waves with a fixed µxy
but different kz = 1, 2. The results are plotted in Fig. 10(b2,b3). In Fig. 10(b2), we see a surface wave starts from the
vacuum band, inverts its chirality at certain kx, then passes through the imaginary bands of the HMM, and finally
approaches ω = 1 at infinity. For kz = 2 shown in panel 10(b3), the surface wave is split by the real bands of the
HMM and the end of vertical one intersects with the dash line ω = 0.6. This reveals that two solutions in Fig. 10(a2)
actually correspond to one surface wave, which exhibits opposite chirality in different regions of the momentum space.
Therefore the unidirectionality of surface wave is spoiled for µxy = 1.8i. The COMSOL simulations also support such
a conclusion, as shown in Fig. 10(c). From top to bottom, we show the total electric field strength at µxy = 0.9i, 1.1i
and 1.8i respectively. Only the first one exhibits chiral surface wave while the remaining two are trivial because the
edge states propagate along both directions like plasma surface wave.
Nevertheless, even the surface wave solutions are not taken into consideration, the EFS theory already does not
work because it gives non-trivial topological invariants in a trivial region and does not capture the topological phase
transition.
